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Abstract
We propose methods to perform intensity interferometry of photons having two
different wavelengths. Distinguishable particles typically cannot interfere with each
other, but we overcome that obstacle by processing the particles via entanglement and
projection so that they lead to the same final state at the detection apparatus. Specif-
ically, we discuss how quasi-phase-matched nonlinear crystals can be used to convert
a quantum superposition of light of different wavelengths onto a common wavelength,
while preserving the phase information essential for their meaningful interference. We
thereby gain access to a host of new observables, which can probe subtle frequency
correlations and entanglement. Further, we generalize the van Cittert-Zernike formula
for the intensity interferometry of extended sources, demonstrate how our proposal
supports enhanced resolution of sources with different spectral character, and suggest
potential applications.
Note: This paper is a combination of:
Cotler, Jordan, and Frank Wilczek. “Entanglement Enabled Intensity Interferometry.”
arXiv:1502.02477v1 (2015).
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1 Introduction
The Hanbury-Brown Twiss (HBT) effect is a staple of multi-particle interferometry, with
broad applications in experimental physics [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. It is generally considered that
indistinguishability of particles is a central requirement for multi-particle interference, but
in fact it is possible to generalize HBT to allow for the interference of distinguishable parti-
cles. Interference between potentially distinguishable particles can be observed by a using
detection apparatus that does not, at a fundamental quantum mechanical level, distinguish
the particles: a procedure we call “Entanglement Enabled Intensity Interferometry” (E2I2).
To enable interference between photons of different wavelength, it is not enough that
the detector fail to read out the wavelength of an incoming photon. Rather, the detector
must reach the same final quantum state in response to photons of either wavelength. To
achieve that goal, one must exploit appropriate projections and/or entanglement between
the incoming particles and the detector. In this paper, we explore several methods involving
nonlinear crystals, coherent pumps, and filters to demonstrate intensity interferometry with
photons of different wavelengths. Our methods potentially have applications in several
fields, notably including astronomy and fluorescence microscopy, in which one might profit
from improved resolution among sources with different spectral characteristics.
Nonlinear optical properties of crystals figure centrally in our practical proposals. Fre-
quency upconversion and downconversion are forms of three-wave mixing in which the
frequency of a photon is changed while its other quantum properties (including phase in-
formation) are preserved [7, 8, 9]. In these processes, an input photon as well as a coherent
state (referred to as the pump) interact in the nonlinear crystal in such a way that the
frequency of the input photon is altered while a pump photon is created or annihilated, con-
serving energy. Quantum frequency upconversion has been used to bring the wavelength
of a photon into a region where detectors are very efficient [10, 11], while quantum fre-
quency downconversion may be used to convert photons from a wavelength convenient for
information processing to a wavelength that is convenient for transmission [12, 13, 14, 15].
The possibility to perform frequency conversion on sources of different wavelength, thus
producing indistinguishable photons which subsequently interfere, has been demonstrated
experimentally. This was achieved in the context of the Hong-Ou-Mandel dip, where two
photons of different wavelength were both upconverted before arriving simultaneously at
a beamsplitter [16]. The quality of the resulting interference quantifies the success of the
upconversion and its ability to preserve phase information. It is even possible to combine
frequency conversion and beamsplitting into a single step [17].
In HBT, two detectors can receive photons from either of two distinct sources. The
inability of the detectors to determine which photons come from which source is a nec-
essary condition for two-photon interference. If the sources emit distinguishable photons,
it becomes possible to determine which photons were emitted from which source. If our
detectors are capable of making that determination, then interference becomes impossi-
ble. In many applications of interferometry, one only has access to light from a particular
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source after it has been spatially mixed with light from other sources. To address such
applications we must modify the procedures of the previous paragraph. A major goal of
this paper is to spell out how to do that.
In Section 2, we explain E2I2 in the context of HBT and describe the mechanism
that allows one to perform intensity interferometry on sources of different wavelengths
conceptually. Then in Section 3, we detail three different methods, of increasing complexity
and generality, for implementing this mechanism for E2I2. Section 4 provides a detailed,
concrete proposal for a proof-of-principle experiment demonstrating the first of the methods
from Section 3. Applications are described mathematically in Section 5, where we generalize
the classic van Cittert-Zernike formulae, and specific examples are given in Section 6.
Additional protocols for E2I2 in more general settings are presented in the Appendix.
2 E2I2 for HBT
In this section we explain E2I2 in the context of HBT, and establish our notation. Consider
the setup displayed in Fig. 1.
Figure 1: Geometry of the Hanbury-Brown Twiss intensity interferometer. Two distinct processes
contribute to correlated firing of the detectors.
We have two sources, labeled 1 and 2, which emit red and blue photons, respectively. At
the other end of the setup, we have two detectors A and B. The propagator (i.e., transition
amplitude) from 1 to A is denoted by D1A, and the other propagators for source-detector
combinations are defined similarly. Temporarily neglecting the possible difference in arrival
times for simplicity, suppose that each source emits a photon that propagates towards the
detectors. Then the probability of coincidence between the two detectors is∣∣∣D1AD2B |RB〉 + D2AD1B |BR〉 ∣∣∣2 = |D1AD2B|2 + |D2AD1B|2 (1)
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where |RB〉 is the state of the system when a red photon is absorbed by detector A and
a blue photon is absorbed by detector B, with |BR〉 defined similarly. Eqn. (1) does
not exhibit interference between the D1AD2B and D2AD1B terms, which follows from
〈RB |BR〉 = 0 since |RB〉 and |BR〉 are distinguishable states.
Now suppose that at each detector we implement a unitary transformation U which
maps
|B〉 −→ cos(θ) |B〉+ eiφ sin(θ) |R〉 (2)
|R〉 −→ e−iφ sin(θ) |B〉+ cos(θ) |R〉 (3)
and then filter out all states which are not |B〉. This corresponds to computing
|BB〉〈BB | (U ⊗ U) (D1AD2B |RB〉 + D2AD1B |BR〉)
and then renormalizing the state to obtain
D1AD2B |BB〉 + D2AD1B |BB〉.
In this situation the probability of coincidence, given that the blue photons have successfully
passed through the filter, becomes∣∣D1AD2B |BB〉 + D2AD1B |BB〉 ∣∣2 = |D1A|2 |D2B|2 + |D2A|2 |D1B|2 + 2 ReD1AD2BD∗2AD∗1B
(4)
which contains the interference term 2 ReD1AD2BD
∗
2AD
∗
1B. From this toy model, it be-
comes clear that if we want to recover the interference term, our task is to design a detection
apparatus which implements the unitary U on incoming light and then applies the applies
the appropriate filter. In particular, we would like U to allow for the possibility that each
of two different wavelengths can be converted to a common wavelength without changing
the other properties of the light. In the next section, we provide a description of how to
implement such a unitary.
3 Mechanism for E2I2 with Different Wavelength Photons
3.1 Single Crystal Method
Consider photons of wavelength λ1 and λ2 with energies E1 and E2, respectively. Further,
we suppose that E1 < E2 and define ∆E := E2 − E1. Photons with energy ∆E will be
denoted by their wavelength λ.
Now consider the detector setup in Fig. 2. An incoming photon with wavelength λ1 or
λ2 as well as a pump laser beam of wavelength λ are incident on a quasi-phase-matched
nonlinear crystal. An incoming photon of wavelength λ1 has some probability of upcon-
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Figure 2: A photon of wavelength λ1 or λ2 is transformed and projected onto a photon at wavelength
λ2. This can be achieved, for example, when the photon of wavelength λ1 or λ2 is sent along
with a pump laser of wavelength λ through a quasi-phase-matched nonlinear crystal followed by a
narrowband filter. In the crystal, there is an equal probability of a photon being up- or downconverted
and passing through unchanged.
verting to a wavelength λ2, and similarly an incoming photon of wavelength λ2 has some
probability of passing through the quasi-phase-matched nonlinear crystal unchanged. Let
us suppose that the incoming mode of the pump is in the coherent state |α, λ〉, where
|α, λ〉 := e− |α|
2
2
∞∑
n=0
αn√
n!
|n, λ〉 (5)
for α ∈ C. In the above equation, |n, λ〉 is the number state in which n photons of
wavelength λ are in an incoming mode. The average number of photons in the incoming
modes is given by 〈α, λ| n̂ |α, λ〉 = |α|2. We assume that there are a large number of photons
in the incoming modes, as is the case when the pump is a strong laser.
The frequency upconversion process works as follows. Suppose that a photon of wave-
length λ1 is headed towards the crystal and that there are also incoming photons from the
λ pump. Then the initial state of the system is |λ1〉|α, λ〉. When the photon and pump
enter the crystal, a nonlinear interaction occurs that causes a photon from the pump mode
to upconvert the incoming photon with some probability. This will only occur when the
crystal is quasi-phase-matched for the desired process; that is to say, it has been engineered
in such a way that the phase relationships are preserved allowing for the nonlinear process
to be efficient. We have
|λ1〉|α, λ〉 −→ cos(θ) |λ1〉|α, λ〉+ eiφ sin(θ) |λ2〉|α, λ〉 (6)
for some θ, φ. Notice that in the second term, in which upconversion occurred, the |α, λ〉
term is unchanged. Although the coherent state has lost a photon, the state is unchanged
since it is an eigenvector of the annihilation operator. Applying a λ2 filter corresponds
to the projection |λ2〉〈λ2| ⊗ 1 which leaves us with |λ2〉|α, λ〉. We assume that λ1 and λ2
are sufficiently far away from one another that the λ2 filter completely removes light at
wavelength λ1.
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If instead the incoming photon has wavelength λ2, then we have the similar process
|λ2〉|α, λ〉 −→ e−iφ sin(θ) |λ1〉|α, λ〉+ cos(θ) |λ2〉|α, λ〉. (7)
For the first term of the above equation, in which downconversion occurred, the |α, λ〉 term
is unchanged even though the coherent state has gained a photon. This is an approximation,
since the norm squared of the overlap of the modified coherent state with the original
coherent state is 1− 11+〈n〉 , rather than 1. In the limit where the number 〈n〉 of photons in
the original coherent state is large, which is the case of interest for us, the approximation
is accurate. Applying the λ2 filter to the right hand side of Eqn. (7), we obtain |λ2〉|α, λ〉.
So far, we have seen that either an incoming photon of wavelength λ1 or an incoming
photon of wavelength λ2 can transition to the state |λ2〉|α, λ〉. The final states are indistin-
guishable, so if we let each detector in our HBT setup be the apparatus of Fig. 2, we can
recover interference between photons of different wavelengths. We can use this information
to infer the positions and geometries of the sources, as detailed in Section 5.
We note from Eqn.’s (6) and (7) that for θ = pi/4, where the states |λ1〉 and |λ2〉
both have an equal probability of ending up in |λ2〉, we can successfully project onto the
|λ2〉 state only half of the time. This is optimal because we achieve the highest rate of
coincidence counts when the transition probability between wavelengths is equal to the
non-transition probability. It is possible to obtain additional information about the system
by utilizing other values of θ. For example, θ = pi/2 corresponds to filtering out all of the
light of wavelength λ1, which gives us standard HBT with the λ2 source alone.
A possible issue with this single crystal methodology is that one may want to choose
E1 and E2 sufficiently close together such that the wavelength λ corresponding to ∆E is
deep in the infrared, which cannot be achieved with available nonlinear crystals. In the
next section we propose a modified procedure which remedies that problem.
3.2 Two Crystal Method
For situations where finding a crystal that works with a pump of wavelength λ is not
feasible, it is still possible to upconvert photons of energies E1 and E2 to a common energy
E3 which is greater than both E1 and E2. In particular, we can choose E3 such that
photons with energies E3 − E1 and E3 − E2 are in the optical range.
Consider photons of wavelength λ1, λ2, λ3 with energies E1, E2, E3, respectively. Sup-
posing that E1 < E2 < E3, we define ∆E := E3 − E1 and ∆E′ := E3 − E2, as shown in
Fig. 3. Using similar notation as before, photons with energy ∆E will be denoted by their
wavelength λ and photons with energy ∆E′ will be denoted by their wavelength λ′.
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Figure 3: Energy gaps between photons of wavelength λ1, λ2, and λ3.
Suppose that we have two quasi-phase-matched nonlinear crystals end to end, the first
which upconverts λ1 to λ3 with a pump of wavelength λ, and the second which upconverts
λ2 to λ3 with a pump of wavelength λ
′. Suppose that the pumps with wavelengths λ and
λ′ are phase-locked. We can design the experiment so that both upconversion processes
happen with probability very close to one. These two processes are distinguishable since an
upconverted λ1 photon will end up in a different spatio-temporal mode than an upconverted
λ2 photon due to the the staggering of the crystals. Let us label the initial input spatio-
temporal mode by |0〉 and the two possible output spatio-temporal modes by |1〉 and |2〉.
This gives the evolution
|λ1〉|0〉|α, λ〉|β, λ′〉 −→ |λ3〉|1〉|α, λ〉|β, λ′〉 (8)
|λ2〉|0〉|α, λ〉|β, λ′〉 −→ |λ3〉|2〉|α, λ〉|β, λ′〉. (9)
If we couple the output spatio-temporal modes to two spatial modes via an optical
switch and then subsequently combine those spatial modes with a 50:50 beamsplitter, we
can project onto the coherent superposition |3〉 = 1√
2
(|1〉+|2〉) by post-selecting on having a
photon in a particular output port of the beamsplitter. This corresponds to projecting onto
1⊗|3〉〈3|⊗1⊗1 where |3〉 is the state of the output port. We are left with |λ3〉|3〉|α, λ〉|β, λ′〉
for both of the possible input wavelengths when the coherent states contain a large number
of photons.
Just as before, this method projects both possible input states onto the same final state
and thus erases knowledge of the original wavelength. Similar schemes with two stacked
crystals have previously been used to erase knowledge of other degrees of freedom during
upconversion [18].
3.3 Reference Source Method
Finally we consider an alternate method, which implements E2I2 in a different way. Suppose
that in addition to having red and blue sources labeled 1 and 2, respectively, there is also
a reference source labeled 3, which emits spatially entangled red and blue photons. In
particular, it emits a coherent superposition of states where a red photon heads towards
7
Figure 4: Hanbury-Brown Twiss interferometry with an additional reference source, which emits
spatially entangled pairs of photons. After post-selection, the detectors cannot distinguish between
receiving photons from sources 1 and the reference and sources 2 and the reference.
detector A while a blue photon heads towards detector B and with states where a red
photon heads towards detector B while a blue photon heads towards detector A. One can
create such a source by pumping a quasi-phase-matched nonlinear crystal that performs
spontaneous parametric downconversion.
Consider the diagram in Fig. 4. As before, we are interested in extracting phase infor-
mation about the propagation of photons from sources 1 and 2 to detectors A and B by
erasing which-path information. Sources 1 and 2 can be distant from the laboratory or
difficult to control (such as stars or biological specimens), but the reference source must
be precisely controlled by the experimenter. Instead of making the photons from 1 and
2 indistinguishable by projecting them into the same state, we will instead “confuse” the
detectors by sending in additional photons from the reference source. In particular, we will
post-select on A and B each receiving one red photon and one blue photon, so the detectors
will lose the ability to distinguish the paths traveled by the photons. Similar to before, we
define D1A be the propagator from source 1 to detector A and define all other propagators
analogously. By post-selecting on receiving one red photon and one blue photon at each
detector, we obtain the state(
D1AD2BD
red
3AD
blue
3B +D1BD2AD
red
3BD
blue
3A
)
|RB,RB〉.
Suppose, for simplicity, that D1A =
1√
2
eiφ1A and similarly for the other propagators. The
1/
√
2 factor means that it is equally likely for a particle to go from a particular source to
either detector A or B, and the phase term is simply the accumulated phase of the photon
along the designated path. In this situation, the probability of a four-fold coincidence
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simplifies to∣∣∣D1AD2BDred3ADblue3B +D1BD2ADred3BDblue3A ∣∣∣2
=
1
8
+
1
8
cos
(
φ1A − φ1B − φ2A + φ2B − φred3A + φred3B + φblue3A − φblue3B
)
.
(10)
Suppose that the reference source is characterized so that we already know φred3A , φ
red
3B , φ
blue
3A ,
and φblue3B . Then we can use Eqn. (10) to obtain the combination of phases φ1A − φ1B −
φ2A + φ2B, as per the standard HBT experiment.
We note that the reference source approach is very general. In principle it works even if
the two sources under consideration are photon and electron sources, respectively. In that
case, the reference source approach allows us to work around fermion-boson superselection
rules (see Appendix). Note that the reference source must generate spatially entangled
photons and electrons. That sounds more exotic than it is: indeed, it is the generic
outcome of photon-electron scattering.
4 Proposal for Implementation
In this section we design, in meaningful detail, a proof-of-principle experiment implement-
ing the first of the three methodologies detailed above. We will first describe our detector,
and then the entire experimental setup containing two such detectors. Correlations in the
firing of the detectors will demonstrate intensity interferometry by photons of two different
wavelengths.
Each detector contains a crystal designed such that both the up- and downconversion
processes will occur with equal probability. Once the photons from the sources arrive at
the detector, they are overlapped with the pump at a dichroic mirror. The pump and
source photons are then sent through the quasi-phase-matched nonlinear crystal where
the frequency conversion processes occur. The pump power can be adjusted so that both
processes are 50% efficient and thus it will be impossible to tell from which source the
photon came. The crystal is placed within a cavity in order to generate a high enough
pump power for the upconversion to occur. The out-coupling mirror of the cavity will
be coated to transmit all of the light at λ1 and λ2 while reflecting the pump at λ. The
output light from the cavity passes through a narrow band-pass filter, which eliminates
any remaining light at a wavelength other than λ2. The λ2 photons are then detected by
a common single-photon detector, such as a silicon avalanche photodiode (APD).
We now supply some details appropriate to a demonstration experiment. For con-
creteness, suppose the two sources emit wavelengths of λ1 = 780 nm and λ2 = 519 nm,
wavelengths at which diode lasers are available. The pump would then need to have a
wavelength of λ = 1550 nm, a common telecom wavelength. For these wavelengths, there
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Figure 5: Entire setup of this proof-of-principle experiment. Two lasers at wavelengths λ1 (yellow)
and λ2 (green) represent the two sources for the HBT interferometry. These signal lasers are
overlapped with each other and the pump of wavelength λ (red) at dichroic mirrors. This light is
split at a 50:50 beamsplitter (BS) where each part is sent to one of the detectors. Each detector
consists of a PPLN cyrstal (PPLN) where the frequency conversion occurs, followed by a band-
pass filter at λ2 (BPF) and then an APD. The correlations of the counts on the two detectors are
analyzed together.
are commercially available periodically-poled lithium niobiate (PPLN) crystals which can
be adapted for the desired frequency conversion processes.
Fig. 5 shows the entire experimental setup. Suppose each source is a laser with the
wavelengths given above. Light from these source lasers is combined at a dichroic mirror
before being overlapped with the pump at another dichroic mirror. Light at the three
wavelengths are then sent together through a 50:50 beamsplitter in order to simulate the
spatial separation that occurs naturally when the experimenter has no control over the
sources. Each output mode is sent to one of the two detectors. Since the pump for both
crystals comes from a common source, there is a consistent phase reference for the frequency
conversion processes. In each detector, the source photon has a 50% probability of exiting
the crystal with a wavelength λ2 in which case it passes through the filter and is detected.
The interference term in Eqn. 4 will appear in the correlations of the intensity measured
by the two detectors even though the two sources are at very different wavelengths.
Several variations on this setup are possible. For example, it would be possible to do an
experiment of this kind with lower pump power, by using sources that propagate through
waveguides, instead of in free space. To demonstrate the method of Section 3.2, one needs
different detectors. Each detector could consist of two short quasi-phase-matched nonlinear
crystals back-to-back, each phase-matched for one of the two processes. A second pump
laser would be phase-locked with the first and combined with the other three wavelengths
at another dichroic mirror. This setup would allow for the resulting frequency converted
photons to be indistinguishable even when E2 − E1 is outside the optical spectrum.
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5 Enhanced Resolution via Intensity Correlations
The original HBT experiment entailed measuring two-particle intensity correlations of the
star Sirius to determine its diameter [1]. More generally, people have used HBT to deter-
mine the shapes of thermal sources as well as to distinguish sources. HBT allows one to
resolve the distance between two sources with similar peak emission frequencies, even if the
distance between them is less than can be resolved by each detector individually. However,
this technique fails to resolve sources with peak emission frequencies that are very different
from one another. We will show that our generalization of HBT solves this problem, thus
enabling increased resolution of different-wavelength sources.
To orient the discussion, we will first provide an overview of standard HBT interferom-
etry and then generalize the analysis to our setup with two and then many sources.
5.1 Intensity Correlation Function for a Single Wavelength Source
First we will discuss the van Cittert-Zernike formula for HBT intensity correlations of an
extended source emitting one wavelength of light [20, 21, 22]. We will assume that the
source has a small coherence length. Consider an extended source 1 which emits light of
wavelength λ1 and which occupies a spatial volume V1. Say that we have two detectors A
and B, positioned at rA and rB, respectively. We define the phase ∆φ = ∆φ(r, λ; rA, rB)
by [21]
∆φ(r, λ; rA, rB) :=
2pi
λ
(|r− rA| − |r− rB|) . (11)
Physically, ∆φ(r, λ; rA, rB) is the phase difference between the path of a particle of wave-
length λ propagating from r to rA, and a particle of wavelength λ propagating from r to
rB.
Let I1(r) be the intensity distribution of source 1, where I1(r) vanishes outside of a
finite region V1 since the source has a finite spatial extent. Defining [21]
γ˜1(x,y) :=
ˆ
V1
dr I1(r) e
i∆φ(r,λ1;x,y) (12)
we have that the two-point intensity correlation function is [22]
G
(2)
1 (rA, rB) = γ˜1(rA, rA) γ˜1(rB, rB) + γ˜1(rA, rB) γ˜1(rB, rA). (13)
In an experiment, the observed two-point intensity correlation function is equal toG
(2)
1 (rA, rB)
up to an overall normalization.
To make the above formula concrete, let us compute the HBT intensity correlations
for the star Sirius. From the perspective of an observer a large distance L from Sirius, the
star is a disc-like source D with radius a and angular diameter ϑ = 2 arctan(a/L) ≈ 2a/L.
We therefore examine the case of a disc-like source with uniform intensity. Say that our
11
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Figure 6: Intensity correlation function G
(2)
D (xA, 0; 0, 0) for Sirius in arbitrary units as a function
of the distance between the detectors.
detectors A and B are located at rA = (xA, yA, 0) and rB = (xB, yB, 0), respectively. We
will also suppose that the star is centered at c = (c1, c2, L). If an arbitrary point on the
surface of the star is (x, y, L), then for large L we have
∆φ(x, y, λ; xA, yA; xB, yB) ≈ 2pi
λL
(
1
2
(x2A + y
2
A)−
1
2
(x2B + y
2
B)− [(xA − xB)x+ (yA − yB) y]
)
.
(14)
In this limit,
γ˜D(rA, rB) = e
−i 2pi
λL
(rA−rB)·c fD(rA, rB) (15)
with
fD(rA, rB) := e
i pi
λL
(|rA|2−|rB |2) 2J1
(
2pi
λ
1
2ϑ |rA − rB|
)(
2pi
λ
1
2ϑ |rA − rB|
) (16)
where J1(z) is the Bessel function of the first kind [22].
Using Eqn. (13), we can construct the two-point intensity correlation functionG
(2)
D (rA, rB) =
G
(2)
D (xA, yA; xB, yB). It has the form
G
(2)
D (rA, rB) = 1 + |fD(rA, rB)|2. (17)
We have plotted G
(2)
D (xA, 0; 0, 0) in Fig. 6 where L ≈ 8.611 light years is the distance from
Sirius to the Earth, a = 2× 106 km is the diameter of Sirius, and λ ≈ 292 nm is the peak
blackbody wavelength of Sirius. We can determine the diameter of Sirius by measuring
how quickly the peak decays as |xa| increases.
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5.2 Intensity Correlations for Two Sources of Different Wavelength
Now suppose that we have two sources 1 and 2 with different wavelengths λ1 and λ2. We
define
γ˜k(x,y) :=
ˆ
Vk
dr Ik(r) e
i∆φ(r,λk;x,y) (18)
for k = 1, 2. Since the sources are distinguishable, their joint two-point intensity correlation
function is
G
(2)
E2I2 (rA, rB) = (γ˜1(rA, rA) + γ˜2(rA, rA)) (γ˜1(rB, rB) + γ˜2(rB, rB))
+ γ˜1(rA, rB) γ˜1(rB, rA) + γ˜2(rA, rB) γ˜2(rB, rA). (19)
The (γ˜1(rA, rA) + γ˜2(rA, rA)) (γ˜1(rB, rB) + γ˜2(rB, rB)) terms correspond to the correla-
tions between double counts at individual detectors, which do not describe interference.
The terms γ˜1(rA, rB) γ˜1(rB, rA) + γ˜2(rA, rB) γ˜2(rB, rA) come from the correlations of co-
incidence counts between the two detectors and are interference terms because we cannot
fundamentally determine from which point source each photon emerged since photons of the
same wavelength are indistinguishable. Since we can distinguish between different wave-
lengths of light, there are no interference terms in Eqn. (19) between light with different
wavelengths.
If we assume the sources are uniform discs, then the intensity correlation function takes
the form
G
(2)
E2I2 (rA, rB) = 4 + |f1(rA, rB)|2 + |f2(rA, rB)|2. (20)
This function is plotted in Fig. 7(a). The lack of interference between the sources prevents
us from using G
(2)
E2I2 (rA, rB) to determine the distance between the sources. However,
by filtering out all wavelengths except that of a given source, we can still determine the
diameter of that source by examining how quickly its intensity correlation bump decays,
as explained in Section 5.1.
With the aid of E2I2, we can recover interference between the sources of different
wavelengths, thereby helping us to better resolve the distance between the two sources.
By applying our technique of converting the wavelengths of the two sources to a common
wavelength so they interfere, the joint two-point intensity correlation function is
G
(2)
E2I2
(rA, rB) = (γ˜1(rA, rA) + γ˜2(rA, rA)) (γ˜1(rB, rB) + γ˜2(rB, rB))
+ (γ˜1(rA, rB) + γ˜2(rA, rB)) (γ˜1(rB, rA) + γ˜2(rB, rA)) (21)
which notably involves interference with both wavelengths λ1 and λ2. Note that Eqn. (21)
is just Eqn. (19) plus the terms γ˜1(rA, rB)γ˜2(rB, rA) and γ˜2(rA, rB)γ˜1(rB, rA). Assuming
that we have two uniform disc sources, we have
G
(2)
E2I2
(rA, rB) = 4 + |f1(rA, rB)|2 + |f2(rA, rB)|2
+ 2 Re
(
e
−i 2pi
L
(rA−rB)·
(
1
λ1
c1− 1λ2 c2
)
f1(rA, rB)f
∗
2 (rA, rB)
)
. (22)
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Figure 7: Intensity correlation functions for a constructed example of two stars, both with a diameter
equal to that of Sirus, both the same distance from the Earth as Sirius, and separated by a distance
of four times their diameter. The first has a peak wavelength of 292 nm (the same as Sirius) and
the other has a peak wavelength around 828 nm. (a) The two sources do not interfere, and the
correlation function G
(2)
E2I2 (xA, 0; 0, 0) is plotted in green with its contribution from each of the two
sources in blue and red. (b) The intensity correlation function G
(2)
E2I2
(xA, 0; 0, 0) is plotted in orange,
compared to G
(2)
E2I2 (xA, 0; 0, 0) plotted in green for which there is no interference between the two
sources.
This intensity correlation function is plotted in Fig. 7(b).
The oscillations in Fig. 7(b) are a signature of two distinct sources, and the frequency
of these oscillations can be used to determine the distance between them. If the distance
between the sources is d, then the oscillations are due to terms of the form
exp
(
±ipi d
L
|rA − rB|
(
1
λ1
+
1
λ2
))
and so the frequency of the oscillations goes as dL · 12
(
1
λ1
+ 1λ2
)
. Therefore, E2I2 allows
us to utilize the increased resolving power of two-point intensity correlation functions over
one-point intensity functions to better resolve the distance between two sources of different
wavelength. It is worth emphasizing that our methodology works even when the sources
of interest are mutually incoherent, since phases intrinsic to the sources cancel out in the
HBT interference terms.
A natural quantity to consider is the two-point intensity correlation function in the
presence of E2I2 minus the two-point intensity correlation function in the absence of E2I2.
Thus, we define
G˜
(2)
E2I2
(rA, rB) : = G
(2)
E2I2
(rA, rB)−G(2)E2I2 (rA, rB) (23)
= γ˜1(rA, rB) γ˜2(rB, rA) + γ˜2(rA, rB) γ˜1(rB, rA). (24)
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Figure 8: Intensity correlation function G
(2)
E2I2
(xA, 0; 0, 0) of the same setup as in Figure 7.
For the disc sources previously mentioned, we have
G˜
(2)
E2I2
(rA, rB) = 2 Re
(
e
−i 2pi
L
(rA−rB)·
(
1
λ1
c1− 1λ2 c2
)
f1(rA, rB)f
∗
2 (rA, rB)
)
. (25)
This function is plotted in Fig. 8. It is clear from the above equations that G˜
(2)
E2I2
(rA, rB)
captures the non-trivial interference induced by E2I2. By determining G˜
(2)
E2I2
(rA, rB) via
measurements, one can take its Fourier transform to extract 1λ1 c1 − 1λ2 c2 which yields
information above the relative positions of the sources.
5.3 Generalization to Many Sources
Suppose we now have n sources, where the sources labeled 1, ..., k have wavelengths
λ1, ..., λk = λ and the sources labeled k+ 1, ..., n have wavelengths λk+1, ..., λn = λ
′. Then
we have the two-point intensity correlation functions
G
(2)
E2I2 (rA, rB) =
(
n∑
i=1
γ˜i(rA, rA)
)(
n∑
i=1
γ˜i(rB, rB)
)
+
(
k∑
i=1
γ˜i(rA, rB)
)(
k∑
i=1
γ˜i(rB, rA)
)
+
(
n∑
i=k+1
γ˜i(rA, rB)
)(
n∑
i=k+1
γ˜i(rB, rA)
)
(26)
G
(2)
E2I2
(rA, rB) =
(
n∑
i=1
γ˜i(rA, rA)
)(
n∑
i=1
γ˜i(rB, rB)
)
+
(
n∑
i=1
γ˜i(rA, rB)
)(
n∑
i=1
γ˜i(rB, rA)
)
(27)
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G˜
(2)
E2I2
(rA, rB) =
(
k∑
i=1
γ˜i(rA, rB)
)(
n∑
i=k+1
γ˜i(rB, rA)
)
+
(
n∑
i=k+1
γ˜i(rA, rB)
)(
k∑
i=1
γ˜i(rB, rA)
)
.
(28)
Notice that G˜
(2)
E2I2
(rA, rB) is only comprised of interference terms between the sources of
wavelength λ and the sources of wavelength λ′. For the case of uniform discs, we find the
particularly interesting equation
G
(2)
E2I2
(rA, rB) = n
2 +
n∑
i=1
|fi(rA, rB)|2 +
∑
p<q
2 Re
(
e
−i 2pi
L
(rA−rB)·
(
1
λp
cp− 1λq cq
)
fp(rA, rB)f
∗
q (rA, rB)
)
.
(29)
By taking its Fourier transform with respect to rA and rB, we can recover information
about the relative positions between each pair of sources by knowing 1λp cp − 1λq cq for all
pairs of sources p, q.
6 Applications
Having seen how E2I2 can be used to resolve nearby sources of different spectral character,
here we discuss several areas where this capability could be helpful. There are many
possible applications of E2I2 for different wavelengths, involving a wide range of scales.
In general, prior to use of E2I2 one should first measure a standard 1-point intensity
function to locate the sources of interest approximately (for instance, by imaging). If the
1-point function is insufficient to resolve the sources, one can consider performing an E2I2
2-point function measurement, with the detectors aimed at the sources of interest.
Fluorescence microscopy is a technique pervasive in the biological sciences [23, 24].
In this technique, organic specimens are labeled with phosphorescent dyes which emit at
different frequencies. Typically different dyes are preferentially absorbed by functionally
distinct biological units (e.g. macromolecules or organelles). The biological sample is then
illuminated, and one images the organic specimens using light emitted by the dyes. When
two dyes of different wavelengths are absorbed by nearby units, E2I2 can provide enhanced
resolving power. Since some versions of fluorescence microscopy project onto a single plane,
one unit may occlude others. By tilting the plane of the detectors one can effectively turn
the problem of resolving one dye behind the other into a problem of resolving two dyes
that are close together, which is a problem E2I2 can solve [25]. More detailed exploration
of fluorescence microscopy as well as the imaging of crystals is currently in progress [25].
Another application is to the imaging of astrophysical sources. Since E2I2 method-
ology could augment HBT, and it piggybacks naturally on HBT telescopes, it should be
considered in conjunction with new proposed HBT experiments [26, 27, 28].
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7 Conclusion
We have presented a practical method to implement E2I2 with sources of different wave-
lengths of light, and showed how this can be used to better resolve sources of different
spectral character. Since the HBT effect has proved fruitful in a wide variety of applica-
tions, we anticipate useful applications of our multiple-wavelength generalization.
These developments exemplify a broader strategy, whereby one sacrifices the ability
to extract some information about a quantum system by projecting otherwise orthogonal
outcomes onto a common final state, enabling interference. In the spirit of complementar-
ity, different measurement protocols bring out different, mutually exclusive aspects of the
system under consideration.
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Appendix
A Polarization
Above, we have focused on sources which emit photons of different wavelengths. Even
if the sources emit photons of the same wavelength, the question naturally arises: If the
sources have non-trivial polarization properties, can we access them? For example: If we
have two very nearby sources, that emit in orthogonal polarizations, can we resolve them?
Unadorned HBT will not serve here, but (as we shall see) a simple refinement accesses
much more information, and does the job.
Let us first consider the simple case where source 1 produces photons with polarization
described, in a basis of orthogonal linear polarizations, by
(
α
β
)
, while source 2 produces
photons with polarization
(
γ
δ
)
. Furthermore, let us apply projections ΠA,ΠB at the
two detectors. Then the rate for simultaneous firing becomes, as in our earlier discussion,
a sum of the separate process terms(
α∗ β∗
)
ΠA
(
α
β
) (
γ∗ δ∗
)
ΠB
(
γ
δ
)
|D1A|2|D2B|2 +
(
γ∗ δ∗
)
ΠA
(
γ
δ
) (
α∗ β∗
)
ΠB
(
α
β
)
|D2A|2|D1B|2 (30)
and the interference term(
γ∗ δ∗
)
ΠA
(
α
β
) (
α∗ β∗
)
ΠB
(
γ
δ
)
D1AD2BD
∗
2AD
∗
1B + c.c. (31)
We can generalize this by allowing the sources to emit in mixtures, described by polar-
ization (density) matrices pi1, pi2. Then we get for the uncrossed terms
Tr ΠApi1 Tr ΠBpi2 |D1A|2|D2B|2 + Tr ΠApi2 Tr ΠBpi1 |D2A|2|D1B|2 (32)
and for the crossed term
Tr ΠApi1ΠBpi2 D1AD2BD
∗
2AD
∗
1B + c.c. (33)
= Tr ΠApi1ΠBpi2 D1AD2BD
∗
2AD
∗
1B + Tr ΠApi2ΠBpi1 D
∗
1AD
∗
2BD2AD1B
where in the second line we exploit the hermiticity of pi,Π.
By letting the Πs interpolate between the two orthogonal polarizations of the sources in
our model problem, we obtain interference between them, which could allow us to resolve
them. More generally, use of the Πs can significantly enhance our perception of the sources.
With ΠA = ΠB = 1 intensity interferometry accesses the cross-polarization, an inter-
esting quantity that has been discussed previously [29, 30, 31]. We call the more general
phenomenon “linked polarization.”
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Note that in this procedure we have gained one form of information by erasing potential
information that would have enabled us, in principle, to say which source was responsible for
the emission (even when we cannot resolve it spatially). That erasure renders two otherwise
distinguishable processes to become indistinguishable, and enables their interference. This
is the essence of E2I2.
B Bosons and Fermions
B.1 Introducing Entanglement
So far, we have considered recovering interference between photons of different wavelength,
and polarization. To demonstrate the scope and generality of E2I2, consider the extreme
example that one of our sources emits bosons, while another source emits fermions. A
detector that receives a boson goes into state B, while a detector that receives a fermion
goes into state F.
We would like to get interference between the terms in
S1AD2B|FB〉 + D2A S1B |BF〉 ,
where S denotes a fermion propagator and D denotes a boson propagator. Following the
E2I2 philosophy, we change the state basis and erase information to access interference.
We can do that directly, using entangled detector states (Procedure 1). Writing
S1AD2B|FB〉 + D2A S1B |BF〉 = 1
2
(S1AD2B + D2A S1B)(|FB〉 + |BF〉)
+
1
2
(S1AD2B − D2A S1B)(|FB〉 − |BF〉)
we see that by projecting on the entangled state
1√
2
(|FB〉 + |BF〉)
we measure
|S1AD2B + D2AS1A|2
We might also follow the polarization strategy more literally, acting on the detectors
separately (Procedure 2). Here, with
|F〉A = 1√
2
(|C〉 + |D〉)
|B〉A = 1√
2
(|C〉 − |D〉)
|F〉B = 1√
2
(|E〉 + |F 〉)
|B〉B = 1√
2
(|E〉 − |F 〉) (34)
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projection on
|C〉 〈C| ⊗ |E〉 〈E|
gives us what we want.
However, Procedure 2 requires that we set up coherent superpositions of states that
differ by one in fermion number. This is problematic, because it violates a superselection
rule. Procedure 1 is free of that issue, because the two parts of 1√
2
(|FB〉+ |BF〉), while they
differ in fermion number locally, agree in that respect globally. Below, we shall indicate a
geometrical method for realizing this entanglement. The possibility of measurable boson-
fermion interference sheds an interesting light on superselection, emphasizing its global
nature.
B.2 Entanglement by Spatial Superposition
In Procedure 1, to measure interference between the states of a boson and fermion, we
needed to project detector states onto 1√
2
(|FB〉+|BF〉). Here we describe a more geometric
way to obtain the desired interference.
Say that we have two detectors located at A and B respectively. The detector located at
A begins in a fermion accepting state |F〉 which transitions to |F〉 if and only if it absorbs a
fermion. Similarly, the detector at B begins in a boson accepting state |B〉 which transitions
to |B〉 if and only if it absorbs a boson. The initial state of the detectors is |F〉|A〉⊗ |B〉|B〉
where we have included states that keep track of the positions of the detectors.
Now we put the detectors in an equal superposition of being at their original positions
and being in swapped positions as
1√
2
(|F〉|A〉 ⊗ |B〉|B〉+ |F〉|B〉 ⊗ |B〉|A〉) (35)
This superposition of swapped and unswapped detectors can be obtained by a unitary
operation, for example application of the unitary operator
V =
1√
2
(|A〉 ⊗ |B〉+ |B〉 ⊗ |A〉) (〈A| ⊗ 〈B|) + 1√
2
(|A〉 ⊗ |B〉 − |B〉 ⊗ |A〉) (〈B| ⊗ 〈A|)
+ |A〉〈A| ⊗ |A〉〈A|+ |B〉〈B| ⊗ |B〉〈B|
to the spatial states. Note that V has the property V 2 = 1.
If we have a fermion emitter and a boson emitter as before, we will be interested in the
terms
S1AD2B|F〉|A〉 ⊗ |B〉|B〉+D2AS1B|F〉|B〉 ⊗ |B〉|A〉 (36)
Applying V to the terms in Eqn. (36) we obtain
1√
2
(S1AD2B +D2AS1B)|F〉|A〉 ⊗ |B〉|B〉+ 1√
2
(S1AD2B −D2AS1B)|F〉|B〉 ⊗ |B〉|A〉
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Projecting on the separable state |F〉|A〉 ⊗ |B〉|B〉, we measure |S1AD2B + D2AS1B|2 as
desired.
In practice, of course, maintaining quantum coherence through a spatial swap operation
presents a demanding challenge, but at least it is a clearly defined one.
C General Entanglement
We can generalize E2I2 for HBT in the following way. The projectors ΠA,ΠB implement
measurement by the detectors A,B. When we want to make an entangled measurement,
however, we should not utilize a tensor product of projectors ΠA ⊗ΠB but instead a joint
projector ΠAB. Written in index notation, we are replacing
(ΠA)
α1
α2 (ΠB)
β1
β2
→ Πα1β1α2β2
where we have suppressed the AB subscript of ΠAB to avoid notational clutter.
We should also allow for the interesting possibility of entanglement of the sources. The
density matrices describing the sources need not factorize, and so we can replace
(pi1)
α1
α2 (pi2)
β1
β2
→ piα1β1α2β2
With these notations, we can generalize our formula Eqn. (32) in the form
Πα1β1α2β2 pi
α2β2
α1β1
|D1A|2|D2B|2 + Πα1β1α2β2 pi
β2α2
β1α1
|D2A|2|D1B|2 (37)
and our formula Eqn. (33) in the form
Πα1β1α2β2 pi
β2α2
α1β1
D1AD2BD
∗
2AD
∗
1B + Π
α1β1
α2β2
piα2β2β1α1 D
∗
1AD
∗
2BD2AD1B (38)
By comparing experimental data with Eqn.’s (37) and (38) we become sensitive to
entanglement between the emitters. If we know that the source is a pure state, we need
not check whether pi factorizes. Otherwise, we need to check whether pi can be expressed
as a sum of tensor products of positive semi-definite Hermitian matrices (i.e., candidate
density matrices), which is more complex algebraically. This criterion could be used as a
probe for proposed exotic states of matter that feature long-range entanglement, e.g. by
studying their fluorescence. It would also be interesting to investigate the possible existence
of entanglement and linked polarization in the microwave background radiation.
D Single Source of Decaying Particles
A central theme of E2I2 is measuring detector states in non-standard bases. We can leverage
this technique in situations when there is only a single source. Here we will discuss the
interesting case of a single source that is a collection of identical decaying particles.
Consider a particle X which either decays into two particles of type Y or two parti-
cles of type Z. Thus, the two decay channels are X → Y Y and X → ZZ which occur
21
with probability amplitudesMX→Y Y andMX→ZZ respectively. Typically, when we com-
pute information about a decay process we are interested in the absolute squares of the
probability amplitudes |MX→Y Y |2, |MX→ZZ |2 which are measured in standard particle
experiments. By considering mixed bases of detector states, we gain access to the relative
phases between the probability amplitudes.
Let “1” denote a source of decaying X particles. Additionally, we have two detectors
at A and B which are in Y Y and ZZ accepting states respectively. We want interference
between the terms
MX→Y YD1A|YY〉|ZZ〉+MX→ZZD1B|YY〉|ZZ〉 .
Projecting onto 1√
2
(|YY〉|ZZ〉+ |YY〉|ZZ〉) we obtain
|MX→Y YD1A +MX→ZZD1B|2
which gives interference between the probability amplitudes for decay. A similar procedure
can be used to measure relative phases between the probability amplitudes of scattering
processes.
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